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After the death of Erling Blöndal

Bengtsson on the morning of 6 June 2013,

Danacord began to issue a series of In

memoriam tributes to this pre-eminent

Danish cellist. At first there were

Icelandic radio recordings, and later we

unearthed tapes from the broadcasting

corporations in Denmark, Norway and

Sweden. The present release draws on

Bengtsson’s work for Westdeutscher

Rundfunk, the Südwestrundfunk and the

BBC, featuring pieces that he never

recorded for a commercial label.

As Danacord’s extensive discography

demonstrates, Bengtsson played the solo

masterpieces by J. S. Bach and Kodály,

the notable sonatas with piano (not least

those by Beethoven and Brahms) and

indeed all the cello music by illustrious

concertos from Haydn to the present day

including the concertos by Lutoslawski

and Walton, which he played on several

occasions with the composer conducting.

He was much admired for the stylishness

of his playing, its distinctive timbre,

subtle colours and inflections, as well as

his impeccable intonation. Bengtsson was

also noted for his infallible memory and

his technical facility.

Bengtsson was born in Copenhagen in 8

March 1932 to a violinist father and

pianist mother of Icelandic descent. At

the age of 16 he won a place at the

prestigious Curtis Institute of Music in

Philadelphia, where he studied with

Gregor Piatigorsky (1903-76). Bengtsson

made quite an impression on Piatigorsky,

who played with such legendary

musicians as violinist Jascha Heifetz and

pianist Arthur Rubinstein. The master

invited his pupil to become his assistant –

Bengtsson also taught at Curtis, 1950-52 –

and later cited Bengtsson as a role model

for his subsequent students.

Not every cellist is afforded the tribute of

a statue, but an imposing bronze likeness

of Bengtsson (by Olöf Palsdottir) stands

guard over the entrance to the HARPA

concert hall in Reykjavik, a mark of the

esteem in which he continues to be held

throughout Scandinavia. Bengtsson’s

own activity ranged much farther afield,

across Europe, the Americas and Russia.

In 1982, answering a request from Franz

Müller-Heuser, dean of the Hochschule in

Cologne, Bengtsson joined the staff for

three years. At the same time, however,

he had teaching commitments to fulfil at

the conservatoire at Edsberg near
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Stockholm, and at the Royal Danish

Academy of Copenhagen. Bengtsson

enjoyed his time in Cologne, not least for

the opportunities afforded to him in

playing chamber music with colleagues.

However, when invited to extend his

contract, he declined: his home was in

Copenhagen, with his wife Merete and

their two young sons Henrik and Stefan.

The score of Ernst Toch’s Impromptu

bears a dedication, to ‘Gregor

Piatigorsky, the friend and Grand Master

of his instrument, on his 60th birthday’.

The cellist replied to this birthday gift a

few days later: ‘Beloved friend and

master: What a joy! What a birthday gift

you gave me dear Ernst! I love your

improvisation. I am deeply moved, and I

am grateful. You made my 60th birthday

a happy day indeed. With admiration

and friendship.’

Toch had been a teacher of composition

and theory at the conservatoire in

Mannheim during the 1920s, but in 1933

he fled Nazi Germany for the US, and

initially composed film music during his

exile. From 1950 he returned to concert

music and the style of his early maturity.

The three-movement Impromptu opens

in such a high position you might

imagine a viola is playing. The melody

feels spontaneous, like an ‘impromptu’

meeting of friends. A chatty middle

movement is followed by a deeply

reflective Adagio, which returns to the

material of the opening but now with the

marking ‘quasi the last struggle’ –

perhaps Toch’s own, bearing in mind his

death from stomach cancer less than a

year and a half later. Bengtsson liked to

tell his masterclass students that the

Impromptu’s form resembled two old

friends contemplating the big questions

of life: ‘Youth and cheerfulness’; ‘The

years of manhood’; and ‘Serious thoughts

about life’s end’.

Mozart’s masterpiece for string trio, the

Divertimento in E flat, dates from 1788,

the year of the last three symphonies and

the ‘Coronation’ Piano Concerto.

Dedicated to his fellow freemason

Michael Puchberg, it was first performed

in Dresden on 13 April 1789, with

violinist Anton Teyber, cellist Antonin

Kraft and Mozart himself playing the

viola.

Cast in six expansive movements, the

Divertimento counts among the most
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technically challenging of Mozart’s

chamber works, not least in the consist-

ently high-register writing for the cello.

The three instruments are treated as

equals, sharing both the quick and

brilliant material and the contrasting

lyrical melody of the first movement. An

E flat arpeggio on the cello raises the

curtain on one of Mozart’s most inward

slow movements, preceding a minuet in

the mould of a Zwiefache folk dance from

southern Germany. The fourth movement

is a set of variations on another theme of

popular character and the fifth uses a

sturdy Ländler, before the rondo finale

quotes from Mozart’s song Komm lieber

Mai to bring the Divertimento to a

conclusion of carefree joy.

Nowadays mostly remembered for his

operettas, and his Hoffmann-themed

venture into grand opera, Offenbach was

known in his day as the Liszt of the cello.

His pedagogical ‘method’ for the

instrument was published between 1839

and 1877, scored for two cellos in the

manner of teacher and pupil and divided

into six volumes (opp. 49 to 54) of

increasing difficulty, from letter A to

letter F. In the third of them, a unison

flourish introduces a purposeful melody

over a tricky accompaniment, before the

two cellos switch roles, and then both

instruments unite in friendly agreement.

The middle movement is like an aria for

one of his operetta heroines at their most

wistful, and a high-spirited closing rondo

bristles with high writing and technical

challenges for both cellists.

For Offenbach’s duo, Bengtsson is joined

by Boris Pergamenschikow (1948-2004), a

fellow professor at the Hochschule in

Cologne. Two more colleagues complete

a quartet for the final work on CD1:

Georg Faust (b.1956) studied with

Siegfried Palm and later became principal

cellist of the Berliner Philharmoniker and

the double bass player Walter Meuter, a

longstanding member of the Consortium

Classicum ensemble led by clarinettist

Dieter Klöcker.

The Viennese composer Georg Christian

Wagenseil attracted the admiration of

both Haydn and Mozart. The unusual

scoring of his six quartets for low strings

makes these works stand apart from the

new genre of string quartet; the upper

parts can be played on two cellos or two

violas; the lower parts are for cello and

double bass.
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Melodic and accompanimental voices are

divided down the middle of the ensemble

in the Allegro that opens the third of the

quartets, before a dreamy Larghetto

allows the bassist to respond more

rhapsodically to the upper voices. The

two upper cellos play a game of hide and

seek in the Minuet, and the brief closing

Vivace is full of Viennese bustle.

On CD 2, Bengtsson is accompanied by

Maria Bergmann (1918-2004), a versatile

‘house pianist’ for South German radio

who made studio recordings of solo

repertoire from Haydn to Ibert and

partnered many of the era’s most

renowned soloists including János Starker

and Angelica May as well as fine, now

little-known cellists such as Thomas

Blees, Martin Ostertag and Leslie Parnas.

The Icelandic radio recording of

Mendelssohn’s Second Sonata (DACOCD

740) with Bengtsson and Anker Blyme is

now complemented by a fine account of

the First. It dates from 1838, a busy year

for Mendelssohn as he moved to Leipzig

and attempted to cultivate once more the

intellectual hive of his childhood home in

Berlin. The Sonata pursues a playful vein

of expression and largely shuns the

dramatic contrasts of the Beethovenian

tradition. The soaring melody of the long

opening movement is developed more

reflectively in the minor-key writing of

the development section, taking on the

weight of a slow movement while the

second movement proper has more of an

intermezzo character, with a tripping

minuet-like theme in G minor. The theme

of the quick rondo finale grows out of the

first movement and its return takes on an

increasingly agitated character before – as

so often with Mendelssohn – order and

calm are restored by the Sonata’s coda.

The subdued conclusion of the Cello

Sonata written in 1948 by Alan

Rawsthorne (1905-1971) is of a more

desolate and despairing kind. As an

accomplished cellist and pianist himself,

he must have enjoyed combining his

skills into this, his only cello sonata. The

well-written cello part attracted

Bengtsson and the often severe technical

demands only inspire Bengtsson to give

of his best. Rawsthorne dedicated the

Sonata to Anthony Pini and the pianist

Wilfrid Perry, who gave the first

performance at Wigmore Hall, London,

in January 1949.
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The Sonata is a work of close thematic

integration and overwhelmingly serious

impact. An introductory lament is shaped

as a series of questions and answers

between the instruments, prefacing an

intense Allegro appassionato. The central

Adagio returns to the dark and inward

mood of the opening, introduced by a

long piano solo. Following one of his

most beautiful slow movements,

Rawsthorne closes the Sonata with a

tense and nervy finale, scored by heavy

chordal writing and strong interplay

between the instruments until it subsides

back into the restrained melancholy of the

Sonata’s opening.

Erling Blöndal Bengtsson made his

English debut at the 1957 season of the BBC

Proms, when he played the concerto by

Sir William Walton – another Piatigorsky

commission – with the BBC Symphony

Orchestra conducted by Sir Malcolm

Sargent. According to the Musical Times

of October 1957, ‘The performance he

gave of Walton's Concerto was memora-

ble, not only for its sheer virtuosity and

technical mastery, but also for the way in

which this artist seemed to extract the last

ounce of expression and passion from

Walton's intriguing score.’

Bengtsson reprised the concerto many

times, including concerts at the

Aldeburgh Festival (where he ‘played

superbly’ – the Musical Times, August

1958) and the Manchester International

Festival, where he received an Award of

Distinction. His interpretation is pre-

served in an Icelandic radio recording

from 2002 (DACOCD 737), but he also

played the solo Passacaglia which Walton

wrote in 1979-80 to a commission from

Mstislav Rostropovich, another indefati-

gable champion of new cello music, who

duly gave the premiere at a concerto to

mark the composer’s 80th birthday. The

sombre theme of the Passacaglia yields a

set of variations initially confined to the

cello’s lower register, before climbing

steeply upwards in the fourth. Two

quicker variations follow and the eighth

and ninth variations are fused in a

typically scintillating scherzo, before the

work ends in a flurry of semiquavers.

The second instalment of the BBC

recordings breaks with the idea of the

Tribute series, as it includes a work

Bengtsson already recorded commercially

– even with the composer at the piano.

However, this performance, which fills

out the second of the two CDs, is unique
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in many other ways. Bengtsson was a

champion of the contemporary Danish

composers close to him, and when he was

abroad his aim was to proselytize the

works dedicated to him; the Herman D.

Koppel Sonata was written at Bengtsson’s

request. The Sonata had a triumphant

first performance in 1956 – Bengtsson

considering it to be among the major

works in Danish chamber music reper-

toire. He stated that in this work Koppel

allowed the cello to sing, also emphasizing

the advantage for both musicians to

express a ‘firework’ character to the Finale.

Bengtsson recalls how, when visiting

Koppel during the period that he was

composing the Sonata, he heard the

Chaconne for the first time. Normally he

never suggested more than minimal

alterations to Koppel’s works, but in this

case he suggested the use of pizzicato in

variation 7 and of artificial harmonies in

variation 11. The first movement has an

expanding cantabile leading to the second

movement with its eight-bar Chaconne

where each variation is like a dreamy

series of harmonies only abruptly and

fiercely interrupted by the interplay

between cello and piano. This inter-

change continues into the finale with its

singing expression.

The tricky piano part is coolly handled on

this BBC studio recording by Paul

Hamburger (1920-2004), a Viennese-born

pianist who fled to the UK in 1939,

becoming a vocal coach at Glyndebourne

and then a producer for BBC radio.

Previous volumes in Danacord’s tribute

to Erling Blöndal Bengtsson were

initiated, researched and produced by his

widow, Merete Blöndal Bengtsson. She

has not only part-financed the releases

but also worked tirelessly to obtain tapes

from the broadcasting corporations,

which has proved especially onerous in

our journey beyond Scandinavia. The

project would have remained a dream

without the assistance of Claus Byrith,

Jonathan Summers, Peter Hamburger,

Lucy Parham, Peter Quantrill and many

others, plus generous financial support

from Augustinus Fonden, Aage og

Johanne Louis-Hansen Fond and William

Demant Fonden.

©Jesper Buhl

To find out more about Erling Blöndal

Bengtsson and his extensive discography,

please visit www.danacord.dk.
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CD 1 The WDR Recordings, Saal 2

Ernst Toch (1887-1964)
Impromptus Op. 90c for cello solo (1963) 7:37
[ 1 ] Andante cantabile 2:41
[ 2 ] Allegretto grazioso 1:13
[ 3 ] Adagio, con espressione 3:43
Recorded 9 October, 1978

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)
Divertimento E flat major KV 563 41:53
[ 4 ] I. Allegro 8:12
[ 5 ] II. Adagio 8:26
[ 6 ] III. Menuetto. Allegreto – Trio 5:18
[ 7 ] IV. Andante 7:11
[ 8 ] V. Menuetto. Allegretto – Trio I/II 5:52
[ 9 ] VI. Allegro 6:34
Igor Ozim, violin · Rainer Moog, viola
Recorded 14 January, 1980

Jacques Offenbach (1819-1880) 
Cours méthodique de duos pour deux violoncelles
(1839-1877) Lettre C, Op. 51 – Book 2 in G minor 10:23
[10] I. Allegro non troppo 4:48
[11] II. Cantabile 3:00
[12] III. Allegretto 2:35
Boris Pergamenschikow, cello

Georg Christian Wagenseil (1715-1777)
Sonata No. 3 in C major “Suite des pieces” WWV 445 13:35
[13] I. Vivace 4:28 [14] II. Larghetto 3:47
[15]  III. Menuet 3:33 [16] IV. Vivace 1:45
Boris Pergamenschikow, cello · Georg Faust, cello
Walter Meuter, double bass  Recorded 26 November, 1979

CD 2 The SWR Recordings

Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847)
Sonata No. 1 in B flat major, Op. 45 (1838) 27:07
[ 1 ] I. Allegro vivace 13:53
[ 2 ] II. Andante 5:23
[ 3 ] III. Allegro assai 7:04
Maria Bergmann, piano   
Recorded 25 December, 1982

Alan Rawsthorne (1905-1971)
Sonata for Cello and Piano in C major (1948) 14:44
[ 4 ] I. Adagio – Allegro appassionato – 

Abbandonatamente 4:48
[ 5 ] II. Adagio – Poco miù mosso – 5:23
[ 6 ] III. Allegro molto – Presto – Lento – Presto – Lento

– Presto – Lento  Adagio (come prima) 5:58
Maria Bergmann, piano  
Recorded 15 November, 1982

The BBC Recordings, Radio 3, 6 January, 1985

William Walton (1902-1983) 
[ 7 ] Passacaglia (1979-80) for Cello Solo 6:40

Herman D. Koppel (1908-1998) 
Sonata Op. 45 (1956) 24:04
[ 8 ] I. Allegro 10:07
[ 9 ] II. Chaconne 7:57
[10] III. Allegro con brio 5;58
Paul Hamburger, piano   

Erling Blöndal Bengtsson, cello

DACOCD 871
STEREO     ADD

2 CD
Total playing time 146:33

All recordings released
with the permission of

the WDR, SWR and BBC
Broadcasting Corporations

Digital mastering:
CD 1 WDR

CD 2 Claus Byrith

Produced by Merete
Blöndal Bengtsson

Executive producer:
Jesper Buhl
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Danacord continues its tribute to the Danish cellist Erling Blöndal Bengtsson with previously 
unpublished recordings from the archives of the BBC and German radio. There is cello music dedicated
to Bengtsson’s mentor Piatigorsky and chamber music by Mozart and Offenbach with fellow friends

and colleagues. His stylishness, distinctive timbre and subtle colours, as well as his trademark 
impeccable intonation, may be enjoyed in full.
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